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(+1)6048750131 - https://www.sushibang.ca/

Here you can find the menu of Sushi Bang in Vancouver. At the moment, there are 37 dishes and drinks on the
menu. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Sushi Bang:

Tiny space, but we were seated quickly and the food came fast. Sushi (Cali roll and asparagus roll) had a great
fresh flavor, and the rolls were just huge. Veggie spring rolls were not great - clearly frozen and not fresh made.

Hot tea served first rather than water, a nice touch. read more. As a guest, you can use the WiFi of the place free
of charge, Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and eat and drink. The premises on site are

accessible, and therefore no problem for visitors with wheelchairs or physiological disabilities. What User doesn't
like about Sushi Bang:

Ate here for lunch today. Sushi is alright, not great. They're getting a low score for being rude. The server, of
Chinese descent, was the rudest server ever. She was annoyed when my friend mentioned the wrong food "Tsk.

Gomae does not have pork! What do you really want!.? Do you want brown rice too or tsk". with side rolls of
eyes, sighs and full facial attitude. She looked annoyed that we were there. Very very rude... read more. With a

lot of fresh vegetables, fish and meat, the Sushi Bang from Vancouver prepares easy-to-digest, delicious
Japanese menus, Furthermore, the visitors of the restaurant enjoy the comprehensive selection of the various

coffee and tea specialities that the establishment has available. Undoubtedly, the highlight of this
establishment is the tasty Sushi such as Maki and Sashimi, The creative fusion of different menus with fresh and

partially daring products is highly valued by the guests - a good example of Asian Fusion.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Kin� Californi� Roll�
DRAGON ROLL

Sandwiche�
CALIFORNIA SANDWICH

Sush�
CALIFORNIA ROLL

Roll�
SPICY SALMON ROLL

Mai� Cours�
GYOZA

�s�
SALMON ROLL

Classi� Sush� Rolle�
AVOCADO ROLL

Sonstige�
SASHIMI

Japanes� specialtie�
MISO SOUP

Specia� Sush�
VEGETABLE TEMPURA

Mai� course� - Teriyak�
BEEF TERIYAKI

Yak�-Gril� Menü
PRAWN

Vegetabl� Or Han� Rol�
ASPARAGUS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

Salad�
SEAWEED SALAD

SALAD

Ho� drink�
TEA

HOT TEA

Appet�er�
AGEDASHI TOFU

SPRING ROLLS

FRIED OYSTERS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

SOUP

OYSTERS

NOODLES
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Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
AVOCADO

VEGETABLE

CREAM CHEESE

HONEY

CHEESE

BEEF

TOFU

VEGETABLES

TERIYAKI

MANGO

MISO
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00 -21:00
Tuesday 11:00 -21:00
Wednesday 11:00 -21:00
Thursday 11:00 -21:00
Friday 11:00 -21:00
Saturday 11:00 -21:00
Sunday 12:00 -21:00
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